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Sundry Group is engaged in Manufacturing readymade Garments International trading and 
production for more than one decade. 

We have different types of business starting from exporting - importing - developing - trading –
distribution etc. 

We are widespread and diverse, Willing to respect and serve all elements that comprise our 
domain. we believe in partnering and fostering strong clientele relationship based on 
understanding their needs, communicating effectively and delivering quality products.

Once you do business with us we guarantee you to pure satisfaction of service, quality, and on Once you do business with us we guarantee you to pure satisfaction of service, quality, and on 
time delivery with commitment to do business for lifetime.

Tizaros International is a sole Proprietorship company, was founded in 2007.
We also export various items as well as garments fresh orders & stock lots to USA UK Canada 
Turkey. We import recondition cars from Japan to Bangladesh. We have distribution for local 
telecommunication and consumer goods in various areas of the major city Chittagong 
Bangladesh.

Tizaros International corporate office is in main commercial zone of Chittagong Bangladesh. 
We have been in the Export Import Distribution business for over 10 years.
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Airtel Bangladesh Limited is one of the fastest growing mobile services providers in 
Bangladesh and is a concern of Bharti Airtel Limited, a leading global telecommunications 
services provider. The company offers a wide array of innovative mobile services, including 
voice, value added services, data and m-commerce products and is focused on expanding 
its state-of-the-art mobile network both for coverage and capacity. 

With a customer base of more than 10 million, Airtel Bangladesh is the most preferred 
youth brand of the country that thrives on excellent data service. To make customer's lives 
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youth brand of the country that thrives on excellent data service. To make customer's lives 
easier Airtel Bangladesh has Doorstep Service by which customers can enjoy all kinds of 
service at their preferred place. M-Commerce opened a new horizon in money transfer that 
gives Airtel customers the freedom to send money to their dear ones instantly from their 
mobile.

We are distributor under our another concern for main Chittagong District 
Distribution Zone namely : Doublemooring,Sadarghat,EPZ,Bandar Patenga.

We are expanding distribution service for more district zones in near future.



UCash is a complete mobile financial service by United Commercial Bank Limited (UCBL). 
UCBL received permission to operate and offer Mobile Financial Services (MFS) from 
Bangladesh Bank. UCash is the brand name of the mobile financial services offered by 
UCBL. 

UCBL strongly believes in the idea of “financial inclusion” and that banking facilities 
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UCBL strongly believes in the idea of “financial inclusion” and that banking facilities 
should be accessible to all. UCash has launched its services all over Bangladesh with the 
intention to provide banking facilities to the vast majority of unbanked population of the 
country.

UCash intends to familiarize banking facilities to those who previously were not able to 
access banking services. UCash will act as a catalyst for economic development of the 
unbanked population by providing prompt, fast and safe banking products and services.

We are distributor under our another concern for main Chittagong District 
Distribution Zone namely : Doublemooring,Sadarghat,Kotowali.

We are expanding distribution service for more district zones in near future.
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Sundry Condominium is our service condo apartment project.
We are here to serve you with the latest technology in hand and
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We are here to serve you with the latest technology in hand and
best well new furnishers with nice interior decoration to live with.
It’s a serviced apartment with lots of facilities in hand. We have
developed this keeping your needs in mind. We thrive to give you
better then best facilities in Bangladesh.

"Excellence & Exception" is what Makes us at the best luxury 
business serviced apartment condominium. Prominent for 
international standard hospitality, ideally located at Heart of the 
city. This unique property is positioned at the prime diplomatic 
and commercial zone of the city, in close proximity with all the 
business entities. Exquisite shopping malls, offices of renowned 
private sector entrepreneurs, nationals and multinational 
companies are within a walking distance. 

That’s why our slogan is : SAVE MONEY, LIVE BETTER.
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International Driver's Document translate your official driver's license of your
home country In multiple languages. Simple and easy to be used for any language
speakers. This document contains a translation booklet , and a non-governmental
ID card translate your national driver license in 9 languages which are English,
Arabic, Russian, Japanese, Portuguese, Chinese, German, Spanish and French.
Simply apply our International Driver's Document will help you drive around the
world without language barrier. International driver's permit issued by
governmental agencies or private organizations designated by a country's
government are the only official translation of a person's driver license. Our
international driver‘s permit translation has no official status and does not confer
any legal privileges or rights to consumers.



MULTI PAYMENT SYSTEM Recharge service is a newly launched online
payment gateway, started with Bangladeshi telecom operators which include
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payment gateway, started with Bangladeshi telecom operators which include
other utilities bill payment Service, as well as mobile finance service.

Our Service is 100% secure and online 24 hours a day and 7 days a week for the 
service of people to top-up there mobile operators as well as pay utility bills and 
mobile banking finance service online for there daily needs. 

The ultimate objective of  online recharge payment gateway is to ensure access 
to a broader range of financial services for the people of Bangladesh. It has a 
special focus to serve the masses of the country to achieve broader financial 
inclusion by providing services that are convenient, affordable and reliable.



Quality is our vision. Company Corporate Office located in Agrabad
Chittagong which is close proximity from Chittagong Sea port and
Chittagong International Air Port.

At Sundry Group we are committed to remain viable, vibrant in
business by understanding and fulfilling the needs of our clients and
the community, also to provide safe and positive working environment
for all employees .All our facility follows local law and anti-
discrimination guideline strictly. In order to carry a positive action we
must develop here a positive vision. You need to dream big then one
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must develop here a positive vision. You need to dream big then one
day you will be able to achieve your dreams. As if you don't dare to
dream how will your dream come true. So at Sundry Group we always
dream big and hope one day step by step we will achieve our biggest
goals in no time.

Our aims and goals are set according to our plans for our various
companies and industries and hope that we climb our stairs well and
achieve our goals. True dedication and hard work of our management
and team of qualified staffs makes us what we are today. Thanks to each
and everyone to be the person behind our success.
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